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EDITORIAL

Dear readers!

We continue to keep our hand on a pulse of the recent corporate governance concepts and practices
worldwide. This issue of Corporate Ownership and Control addresses attention of the reading
audience to a wide spectrum of problems in corporate governance. These problems concerns such
issues as board of director practices, director remuneration, merges, financial issues in corporate
governance, corporate social responsibility. Such wide spectum of issues which are considered in the
recent issue of the journal allows us concluding that corporate governance as a field of research
develops outside its generally accepted limits.
Truly international representation of contributors support the above point of view and concludes that
corporate governance gets through the borders of the science fast. Our contributors represent both
developed and developing countires such us Germany, Italy, Australia, South Africa, India, Belgium,
Greece, UK and Nigeria.
Special section of the journal is devoted to corporate board practices. We have published papers
considering various aspects of corporate board practices including director remuneration, board
monitoring, etc.
The section on national practices of corporate governance narrates on corporate governance in South
Africa. We need to declare that we enjoyed cooperating with corporate governance experts from South
Africa. During last three years we published in our journal more that 15 papers of corporate governance
experts from South Africa. We need to state that their performance in researching corporate
governance is very high.
We hope you will enjoy reading the journal and become a loyal contributor or subscriber!
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